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THE INSTITUTE OF CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS OF NIGERIA (ICAN) 

CANADA DISTRICT SOCIETY – (ICAN CANADA) 

2016 ICAN CANADA INTERNATIONAL ACCOUNTANTS CONFERENCE 

DATE: Wednesday 29 June, 2016 – Saturday 2 July, 2016 

VENUE: Sheraton Cavalier Hotel, NE, Calgary Alberta, Canada 

 
 

THE COMMUNIQUE OF THE 1
ST ICAN CANADA 

DISTRICT INTERNATIONAL ACCOUNTANTS’ 

CONFERENCE. 

 
 

THEME: Fiscal responsibility as a vehicle for boosting National Economy 
 

The Conference began on the 29th June 2016 with delegates arrival from Nigeria, USA and 

various parts of Canada. A brief meeting of the Excos with the President, 1st Deputy Vice 

President, Registrar, Director of Membership Affairs and Chairman and immediate past 

Chairperson USA District Society all in attendance. Thereafter, a lot of social interactions were 

engaged in with some exploiting the surrounding environment. 
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The conference was attended by 47 members. 

 
The highlights of the conference, which recommend further or continuous actions are as follows: 

 
! Members should consciously pursue their professional conducts and engagements with 

high ethical standards. They should understand and uphold responsibilities to themselves, 

the Institute, their clients, society at large, other members and other professionals. It is 

opined that this will enhance members’ independence, objectivity and overall integrity, 

without which our professionalism will be undermined. 

! That the budgeting process should become thorough and responsive to constant 

opportunities and challenges. A departure from the current incremental budgeting is 

recommended, as flexed and rolling budgets are considered to be more likely responsive. 

Budget should be supported by data from scientific research and statistics. Opportunity 

for the use of rolling budgets for Capital expenditure should be explored. A phased zero 

based budget should be applied for recurrent expenditures. Due to the fact that it may 

not be feasible to do a wholesale zero based budgeting for every sector at the same time, 

a phased approach can be looked into on sectors and/or functions. Quarterly variance 

analysis of budget will further advance the effectiveness of budget control to enhance 

that the overall budget cycle become more robust and beneficial towards better 

governance and prosperity of our nation. 

! After a thorough and elaborate discussion on the Treasury Single Account (TSA), it was 

agreed that the concept is necessary for the overall heath, control and monitoring of our 

public financial management systems. Members are challenged to avail themselves of in 

depth knowledge of TSA with a view to tapping into the emerging consulting, IT and 

allied opportunities available to members who are knowledgeable and creative about the 

process. In terms of better means of achieving the purposes of TSA, it is recommended 

that government should consider investing and developing its own technological 

platform, with a view to eliminating third party engagement for that purpose. This 

process, it is believed will create room to develop deeper capacity and capability to 

maximise the envisaged benefits of TSA like creating employment opportunities, savings 

and channelling saved funds towards infrastructural developments. 

! The emergence of internet has broadened the frontiers of information gathering, 

generation and dissemination. This has rendered traditional public information 

management systems ably controlled, by powerful and influential media organisation
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almost non existent. It is orated that the replacement of traditional media by social media 

is unique and influential in its own ways. It is agreed, that it has become a platform for 

social advocacy, governmental pressurising and if effectively utilised can promote an 

enhanced governance in the polity. Though, several flaws and challenges confronting the 

‘weirdly’ uncontrolled social media were identified, its ubiquitous and cost effectiveness 

made it highly attractive. Our Institute is therefore motivated and prompted to lead a 

sustained advocacy for good governance and transparency by exploring and exploiting 

the immense opportunities provided by the social media.  

! A ‘bonus’ session advocated that members should be involved in entrepreneurship as 

means of overcoming poverty at the individual and national levels. An entrepreneurial 

capability that is developed, through profitable creative initiative and effective marketing 

strategies, it was consented to be a sine qua non to attaining a laudable height in 

economic well being of members especially. 

! Whilst diversification has not been a new issue, it was agreed that the discussions on it 

have become largely impulsive. It is usually emphasised whenever there is economic 

downturn. A change in emphasis is discussed and agreed by all. Diversification can 

happen along product, marketing and sectoral dimensions and therefore it is not lineal 

as currently understood. Also, diversification is not a quick fix, it is a continuous 

process that is concerns with development patterns in term of needs, tastes, legislation 

and other issues that drive global economic prosperity. Diversification again is an area 

that require constant advocacy and which our Institute can be a prime mover and 

motivator. 

! Corruption and corrupt practices have critically assumed an alarming and heavily 

digitalised proportion and hence to combat them, members are expected to move further 

away from traditional audit knowledge and approach to becoming appropriately 

‘digitalised’ professionals that are adequately equipped to providing resourcefulness in 

dire need by various agencies of government in the forefront of corruption fighting. It 

was emphasised that though prevention takes precedence over detection, both concepts 

require an uncommon knowledge and savvy which forensic accounting and digital 

knowhow provide. Members are encouraged to enhance their scholarly instinct and 

curiosity with a view to becoming continuously relevant in the fight against corruption. 
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Take Away for the Institute 

The institute should: 

o Constantly engage government on proactive basis to ensure that our budgetary 
system meet the required standards and expectations 

o Lead a national discourse/ intellectual debate, via its presence on social media like 
Facebook, LinkedIn and Twitter, on good governance to drive sustainable 
development for better society. 

o Use social media as close group to discuss issues and prepare memoranda to assist 
in formulation of government policies and good government. 

o Raise awareness about social media as a tool. 
o Extend its current frontiers of forensic certification to becoming the resource base 

which the anti- corruption agencies can always resort to for its manpower and 
consultation. 

The ICAN Canada district society is immensely appreciative of the great opportunity to host her 

first international conference and is grateful to all participants including but not limited to our 

52ND   President and his entourage. 

 

 
Anthony Ibukun Aruleba FCA 

Chairman, ICAN CANADA & DISTRICT SOCIETY 


